
This article is based on the presentation I made to NWSABR (the Northwest chapter of the Society for American Baseball
Research) 2/9/14 in Tigard, Oregon. This presentation was a sequel to my 2012 presentation, “Strength of Schedule: the
Hidden Context Factor.”

Before I introduced the topic, I told a brief non-base-
ball story. In July of 2012, Max Chabo was operating
a freight train. As it was heading into a long tunnel in
Olympia, Washington, Chabo spotted a homeless
man sleeping on the tracks. The newspaper, wire
service, and television accounts of this event fail to
explain why the man did not awaken while the event
unfolded. For the sake of the story, assume that he
was in a drunken stupor or some similar condition.

Chabo put on the emergency brake, but quickly real-
ized that the train would not stop in time to prevent
the man from being sliced into thirds. As the train
was slowing, he jumped off and ran ahead of it. The
tunnel did not have enough clearance to accommo-
date a freight train and two people to the side of it, so
Chabo dragged the man forward. As he reached the
point of exhaustion, the train stopped. Chabo saved
the man’s life.

I asked the group, “Was Max Chabo’s performance clutch?” The group unanimously concurred that it was.

Solving the Clutch Dilemma

The dilemma appears to be: Should this guy clutch the
egg? The dilemma I addressed was: Why have so
many people conducted studies to prove or disprove
the existence of clutch performers?

Even though many studies “disprove” clutch hitting, I
believe that two factors cause people to wonder wheth-
er the phenomenon really exists and if it is random or
repeatable. The first is that if clutch and choke perfor-
mances exist in real life, they must exist in baseball.
The consensus of the group established the belief that
clutch performance exists in real life.

The second factor is that we witness clutch and choke
performances in sports all the time. For example, David
Ortiz hit.688 with 2 HR and 6 RBI in the World Series
last year. The hottest topic in sports-talk radio this
month has been whether Peyton Manning chokes in the
clutch. (Those of us who are Seahawks fans believe the
team’s star-studded defense had more to do with Man-
ning’s latest failure than his own choking.) In basketball,
those of us who are Blazers fans have witnessed Dami-
an Lillard’s remarkable ability to hit long 3-point shots in
the last minute or so of close games this year (until his
recent slump).

Defining Clutch

Almost all the studies on this subject define clutch as a
specific type of game situation. Most use some variation
of close games in the late innings.

As I worked through this study, I used two operating definitions. The first was defining clutch as a situation in which the
player’s adrenaline flows. Adrenaline is measurable. This definition poses a dead end for researchers, because no one is
going to step into a batter’s box and stick a needle into a player in the third inning, and then repeat the process in a late-
and-close situation.

However, I rejected the first definition for a different reason. In analyzing my own experience in clutch situations, I realized
that my adrenaline flows regardless of whether I rise to the occasion, choke, or act in a way the falls between the ex-
tremes.

Thus, I am sticking with my second definition, which is “rising to the occasion.” That includes failing to rise to the occasion
and choking. The key is that a player perceives a situation as clutch.

In real life, people don’t necessarily rise to the occasion or choke. For example, what would you do if you were at the
beach and heard someone in the ocean scream for help? You might dive in and try to save the person. In the unlikely
event you had a cell phone at the beach, you might call 911 or you might choose not to go in the ocean because it would
destroy your cell phone. You might scream for help or run for help. You could panic. You could do nothing. You could an-
alyze the situation before taking any action.

Many performance variations are possible in baseball as well. If a pitcher throws a high fastball with the go-ahead run at
third base, a hitter could drive it into the outfield for a sacrifice fly (clutch), take it for a ball (neutral), or take a wild home
run swing and miss (choke).



In order for clutch performance to be possible in baseball, hitters and pitchers have to be able to do something different in
clutch situations. Both can. You might think of focus and concentration first. At one time, increased focus and concentra-
tion could make a difference in baseball. However, amphetamine use has been widespread among ballplayers for at least
50 years and the reason players use amphetamines, as well as legal stimulants, is to increase focus and concentration.
Furthermore, all andro-anabolic performance-enhancing substances, including human growth hormone (HGH), also help
players increase focus and concentration. Therefore, we have to look at other things they can do differently.

Most of the possible differences for hitters involve making a choice to play for the team instead of playing for themselves,
as in the high fastball example above. Hitters can choose to go against an overshift, shorten their swings or choke up on
the bat after getting two strikes, or risk an out to drive in a run. They can choke by trying to hit an 8-run homerun or indeci-
sively checking a swing.

Pitchers can choke by aiming the ball when their control is failing or trying to throw a 120 MPH fastball. On the other hand,
for instance, announcers say Justin Verlander gains velocity in later innings. He can throw harder without losing command
or control of his fastball. Pitchers can rise to an occasion by varying from the usual pitch selection they throw to specific
hitters.

About the Existing Studies

I reviewed 30 to 40 studies, articles, and presentations
about clutch performance. Most were conducted by
fellow SABR members. I believe most of these were
sincere, well-intentioned studies by intelligent people.
Many were admittedly influenced by previous studies,
but I’m willing to accept that most of the authors were
willing to overcome preconceived biases if their find-
ings disproved those biases. Thanks to Cyril Morong,
one the most thoughtful researchers in SABR, for post-
ing links to many clutch studies on his Web site.

Many of these studies were largely or purely mathe-
matical. They rely on concepts that go beyond any-
thing I learned in four years of high school math (so I
wouldn’t have to take other subjects that were harder
for me). When the authors started talking about coeffi-
cients, I became so efficient and started skimming for
substance.

Just about all of these studies defined clutch situations and compared how players hit in them relative to how well they hit
overall. The sole metric used in most studies was batting average (BA). I’m not sure that’s the most appropriate measur-
ing tool, but I don’t disagree with it. It is better than any nouveau statistic.

The authors defined the difference in BA as “the differential.” For example, if player hit .267 in the season studied, but hit
.253 in the clutch, the differential is 14 points (-.014). The authors would then say either that the 14 point differential is
meaningless or random because it is too small a variation, or that the hitter performed a little worse in the clutch.

The best of these studies looked for repeatability from season to season. If they found clutch hitting did exist within a sea-
son, the authors wanted to learn if the same hitters were consistently better in the clutch.

The majority of these studies found that clutch performance does not exist, barely exists (or only a few players are good in
the clutch), is not repeatable from year to year if it does exist, or that the best hitters are best in the clutch (but no different
from their regular performance).

All of these studies have up to four interrelated fatal flaws, with many having the two most common.

The Four Fatal Flaws of Clutch Studies

The first flaw is defining clutch as situational hitting. As a Mariners fan, I could argue that the Mariners haven’t had a
clutch situation in a decade. The team has been a non-contender. In the course of a grueling 162-game season with the
worst travel schedule in baseball, players would not necessarily perceive any individual game situation as clutch. That
doesn’t mean the players don’t care or that they aren’t trying to do their best. It means that they don’t perceive a sense of
urgency to win. That last phrase needs to be added to the definition of a clutch situation.

Looking at situational hitting ties in with the second flaw, which is only looking at hitting. Most of these studies literally ig-
nore the existence of pitching, as if hitters were hitting against pitching machines. I found most of these studies on Web
sites or in PDF files. When I noticed the trend of ignoring pitching, I started searching the sites or files for the letter se-
quence “p-i-t-c-h.” In most cases, the search found nothing.



The major problem with ignoring pitching is that a clutch situation for a hitter is generally a clutch situation for a pitcher.
The only obvious exception would be a late-season game in which one of the teams is in the pennant race and the other
is not. If a researcher is willing to entertain the possibility that clutch hitting exists, he must also acknowledge the possibili-
ty that clutch pitching exists. In that case, any of the following scenarios are possible:

Therefore, the third flaw is ignoring the existence of clutch pitching, and specifically ignoring the existence of situational
pitching. Jim Thome had a long and meritorious career. Some people believe he should be a Hall-of-Famer if he was
clean. This chart shows his platoon splits, which are representative of hundreds of players from Thome’s era.

I asked the group, “What happens when Jim
Thome bats in the 8th inning (specifically the 8th
inning) of a close game with runners in scoring po-
sition? They correctly answered that the opposing
manager would bring in a left-handed pitcher, if
one wasn’t already in the game. This illustrates the
flaw. If, hypothetically, Thome hit .260 in late-and-
close situations, the studies would say his differen-
tial 16 points, and he is either weak or about the
same in the clutch. A more accurate measurement
would be comparing with his .238 lifetime BA
against lefties, which would make him 22 points
better.

In reality, Thome only hit .245 in late-and-close sit-
uations (however baseballreference.com defines
that, which is unimportant). Given that he was bat-
ting against situational lefties and closers, that
means he essentially hit the same in clutch and
non-clutch situations.

The variables chart above is misleading, because every manager in the past 45 years (the playoff era) has used closers
or has failed in brief experiments to do otherwise. All managers also used situational and specialty relievers in most of
that era. Closers are still controversial; some people believe the role wastes the abilities of a good pitcher and others be-
lieve that anyone can close. That’s irrelevant because managers have demonstrated a belief that only certain pitchers can
excel in the clutch. In late-and-close situations, only one set of variables generally applies:



The fourth flaw is measuring with baseball statistics. I determined this flaw when I was still thinking measuring adrenaline
levels was more appropriate. I now believe the flaw is measuring with raw baseball statistics, because that ignores the
offset of clutch hitters versus clutch pitchers.

Short relievers, especially closers, have better earned run averages, hit ratios, walk ratios, and homerun ratios than start-
ers. Raw statistics produce misleading results. RISP has become a widely used acronym for “runners in scoring position.”
That would make “clutch with runners in scoring position” CRISP, so I decided to use Coco Crisp as the poster child for

this illustration. As you can see in the chart, Crisp has a huge
sample size in late-and-close situations, more at-bats than he
would accumulate in a full season. His overall and late-and-
close performances are virtually identical. Past studies would
say he’s neutral in the clutch. My argument is that he is at least
good in the clutch because he is achieving at the same level
against much tougher competition.

For example, if Crisp was hitting against the Mariners last year,
he might have the luxury of hitting against Brandon Maurer in
the first inning or Hector Noesi in the fifth inning. Those pitch-
ers would generally help him fatten his batting average and
slugging percentage. However, in a late-and-close situation he
would have faced Charlie Furbush, Tom Wilhelmsen, or Danny
Farquhar. Those guys were inconsistent, but much better than
Maurer and Noesi. Hitters rarely get to face pitchers like Maur-
er and Noesi in late-and-close situations.

Wilhelmsen lost his job as closer last year, yet he still yielded a lower batting average and far fewer homeruns-per-9-in-
nings-pitched than Hisashi Iwakuma or Felix Hernandez, both of whom finished in the top ten in Cy Young award voting.
An erratic closer is often statistically better than a great starter.

Past Studies, Articles, Presentations

The following charts show most of the studies I reviewed and their conclusions, or at least my understanding of their con-
clusions:

BRJ is the Baseball Research Journal.

The granddaddy of these studies was produced by Dick Cramer in 1977. He was the first to find that clutch hitters do not
exist.

The most recent contribution is from Leonard Newman, Associate Professor of Psychology at Syracuse University. When
I first saw his title, I was excited that he was addressing the psychology of clutch hitting. His article is very disappointing
because he approaches the topic from a mathematical perspective instead of conducting research. Newman’s profession-
al expertise could have been enlightening, but his postulations are contradicted by many people who have played and
managed in the major leagues; several are cited in this article.

I was disappointed when the Mariners hired Eric Wedge to manage. He proved me wrong. Now, I’m sorry the situation
didn’t work out for him and the organization. Because I respect Wedge, I’ll use his thoughts about clutch performance to
provide the first rebuttal to Professor Newman:

“The ninth inning is different because we’re human beings and we’re not widgets. OK? It’s no different
than when you’re doing regular human being things and your heartbeat speeds up a bit from the things



that you’re doing in regular life. That’s what happens with these guys when they’re playing and millions of
people are watching and there are 30,000 people in the stands.

“So, it’s a situation where it’s a little bit more important. You know the outcome’s going to be more impor-
tant. So, you feel that. So, it takes some time to be a clutch hitter. It takes time  – more time than not — to
end up being a closer. But that’s what you love about the game, too, as far as I’m concerned. The human
element, as far as I’m concerned. The success and the failures that you have in this game are more ex-
treme than you have in other sports.

“One, because you play it every day and two because there is just more failure in this sport. That’s why
the human element and the heartbeat and everything is such a big factor.”

Another psychologist, Rob Gray of Arizona State University, uses a hitting simulator in his lab to study what hitters per-
ceive and how they react at the plate during the split second they have to react to a pitch. According to Inside Science,
“Gray has also investigated what happens to players in pressure situations. He found that elite players have difficulty
when they try to control something consciously that is normally an unconscious process reliant on the player's muscle
memory.”

While Gray isn’t directly addressing the issue of clutch hitting, he has found an explanation or reason why some hitters
choke in the clutch. This also contradicts Newman.





Bill James had previously greased the wheels of the clutch-doesn’t-exist bandwagon. In the 2005 BRJ article, “Underesti-
mating the Fog,” James debunked some of his previous hypotheses as well as Cramer’s study. However, James did not
claim that clutch performance exists, but instead decided that we have insufficient data to conclude anything. I believe he
is still incorrect.

Many of these studies reference or attempt to confirm or disprove other studies. Several debunk articles published in the
Elias Baseball Analyst annuals. The Elias Sports Bureau leaders did make a flimsy case for the existence of clutch perfor-
mance. However, they did ironically prove the existence of clutch hitting through the publication of charts that showed
what percentage of runners in scoring position were driven in by hitters. That data had been previously unavailable to the
public. As I recall, the leaders closely correlated with the league RBI leaders, and many players were consistent from year
to year. That’s a topic for another study.

Evaluating Clutch Performance without Using Game Situations: The Postseason

I wanted to find a simple way of evaluating clutch performance without using game situations. I decided to look at post-
season differentials for hitters and pitchers because I believe that most players perceive the postseason as a clutch situa-
tion.

As is the case with the other approaches, this has idea has flaws. Not all teams and players perceive the postseason as
clutch. Last year, Pittsburgh and Cleveland were not expected to make the playoffs. Both teams were fairly young in age
and experience. The cliché that many of the players were “just happy to be there” could have applied.

Postseason weather is another concern. Postseason weather keeps getting worse. All World Series games used to be
played in the daytime in early October. Now, all postseason games are played at night. Additional rounds of games keep
making the postseason longer and longer. The impositions of television keep making the games longer and longer. Cli-
mate change is causing more extreme October weather.

Cold weather generally favors pitching, especially power pitching. The weather may override clutch ability for some play-
ers.

The limitation to using the postseason as a gauge is that it disqualifies too many pre-playoff-era players from consider-
ation because the sample size is too small. Most of the exceptions to that were Yankees.

These flaws would be very important if I wanted to prove who were the best and worst clutch performers of all time. How-
ever, my objective was merely to find enough players who performed significantly better or worse in statistically significant
numbers of at-bats or innings pitched to prove the existence of clutch and choke. I found them.

As I documented in my “Strength of Schedule” presentation, the quality of the opposition makes a huge difference in sta-
tistical performance. In the postseason, everyone is usually playing against teams that won at least 90 games. Therefore,
stats for all players should be worse. Players who equal their regular season performances are actually rising to the occa-
sion. Most of the clutch hitters and pitchers I will show did much better than that.

I did not use any formal rules for minimum sample size, but I mostly only considered hitters with at least 100 postseason
at-bats and pitchers with at least 50 innings pitched. The significance of those minimums is that repeatability is built into
the study. Players had to play in multiple postseason series and generally had to do that over several seasons to qualify.
Players who did well in one series, but not another would not have drastic differentials.

This study required researching players individually. I researched players with clutch and choke reputations, all-time post-
season statistical leaders, some World Series MVPs, various superstars, and other players of interest. This was not quite
a random selection of players, but it was not a comprehensive study.

I did not attempt to identify choke pitchers because choke pitchers rarely get the opportunity to pitch many postseason
innings. A couple of pitchers were notably and consistently bad. Jaret Wright was 3-6, 7.07 in 56 innings. He had ERAs
above 8.00 in six different postseason series. Tim Wakefield was 5-7, 6.75 in 72 innings. He had ERAs above 8.00 in sev-
en different postseason series. Perhaps October weather affected his knuckleball. Blame his managers for not noticing
the trend.



The following charts show some clutch hitters who excelled in the postseason:

George Brett and Paul Molitor averaged 150-point
jumps in slugging percentage. Brett played in 9 se-
ries in 7 years; Molitor played in 5 series in 3 years.

Bill James argues that players are elected to the
Hall-of-Fame is based on longevity, peak perfor-
mance, fame, or a combination of those factors. Reg-
gie Jackson was only a .262 lifetime hitter; he was
elected based on fame. George Steinbrenner
dubbed Jackson “Mr. October,” for his clutch perfor-
mances in the World Series. The data shows that he
wasn’t too much better overall in the postseason, but
he was spectacular in the World Series, hitting nearly
100 points higher and slugging more than 250 points
higher.

During last year’s postseason, the radio announcers
kept raving about how great Carlos Beltran has been
historically in the postseason. The numbers confirm
that: his batting average jumped 50 points and his
slugging percentage jumped almost 200 points.

Kirk Gibson’s famous World Series homerun is just
an anecdote, but I figured people would want to
know if it was representative. His sample size is too
small to prove anything, but he was better in the
postseason.

Hideki Massui lived up to his Gozilla nickname during
his many U.S. postseason at-bats. Thurman Mun-
son, another Yankee with a reputation for clutch hit-
ting, was a .357 postseason hitter.

Lou Brock only had 87 postseason at-bats, but all of
them were in the World Series, and he hit almost 100
points higher and slugged almost 250 points higher.
In the regular season, Billy Martin’s offensive and
defensive skills were below average, but in the World
Series, he was a superstar.

I’m always flabbergasted when I see Lou Gehrig
ranked lower than third on lists of the greatest play-
ers of all time. His regular season statistics were so
impressive that the law of diminishing returns ap-
plies: doing better in the World Series is nearly im-
possible. Yet, he slugged 100 points higher.

At first glance, Babe Ruth appears to have per-
formed about the same in the World Series. Howev-
er, his first 11 at-bats came in games he pitched. If
you subtract that 1-for-11, he was a great World Se-
ries hitter. He was also a great World Series pitcher
(3-0, 0.87), although the sample size (31 IP) is small.

The next chart shows three players who appear to have performed about the same in the postseason as they did in the
regular season. Consider again that they are facing much tougher pitching.

Derek Jeter has more postseason at-bats than anyone.
To play a demanding position, hit 20 home runs, steal
18 bases in 23 tries, and maintain his batting average
is rising to the occasion. The anecdotal plays that
made him more famous than his consistent clutch hit-
ting are unnecessary for making his case.

His amazing World Series in 2013 lifted David Ortiz’s
overall postseason stats to just slightly better than his
regular season stats. Although he had fewer than half
as many at-bats as Jeter, his sample size is a huge
body of work. In my research, I have found evidence
that PED-using hitters perform better during on-cycles.
That may have helped Ortiz and others on this chart,

but some notable PED users choked in the postseason, so I suspect the psychological aspects of performing in the clutch
are more important than the physical capabilities. In the postseason, Ortiz has mostly lived up to his reputation as a great
clutch hitter.

Hank Greenberg’s World Series numbers also appear to be the same, but his accomplishments are remarkable. He drove
in 170 runs to win the MVP award in 1935, but broke his wrist early in the series. Greenberg returned in mid-1945 after 4
½ years of service during World War II. He hit a game-winning grand slam to clinch the pennant for Detroit, and then had
a fine World Series in which he hit Detroit’s only homeruns.



Driving in runs was always Greenberg’s objective. He said about situational hitting, “I was primarily concerned with and
concentrated on driving in runs. I had always had my eyes set on beating out Gehrig's American League record. With this
in mind, I was just concentrating with men on base even more than I normally did because I was within reach of breaking
the record, and this was one record that I wanted to establish, as it looked like it was going to stand a long time.”

The next chart shows hitters who mostly choked in the postseason:

You may remember Josh Hamilton hitting some postsea-
son homeruns, but overall his batting and slugging per-
centages nosedived. Dave Winfield was another
Hall-of-Famer who earned a nickname from George
Steinbrenner. His was “Mr. May.” His .208 average and
big drop in power confirm the moniker.

Pat Burrell was just an average player in the regular sea-
son, but in the postseason he struck out 40 percent of the
time. Orlando “The Baby Bull” Cepeda had a reputation
as a great clutch hitter in the regular season, but in the
postseason, his numbers were another kind of bull.

Mariners broadcaster Rick Rizzs likes to call Dan Wilson
“The Man,” but that sobriquet is undeserved unless it’s
short for the man who was probably the worst postsea-
son hitter of all time. Wilson’s highest batting average in
seven postseason series was .200. His lifetime postsea-
son slugging percentage was .102, which means that a
pitcher with two singles in 19 at-bats would have done
better. Another catcher, Billy Sullivan, went hitless in 21
at-bats in the 1906 World Series, but he couldn’t hit in the
regular season either.

Of all the hitters I researched, Willie Mays was the big-
gest surprise. He hit .247 with just one homerun in 89
at-bats. He hit .239 with no homeruns in 78 World Series
at-bats, and only hit .240 as a Giant.

I will not live long enough to understand why Tony Perez
is in the Hall of Fame. His supporters, including many
former teammates, say he was a great clutch hitter. He
was not great in the postseason.

Mike Schmidt is another Hall-of-Famer who hit poorly in
the postseason. Here’s what Schmidt has to say about it:

“I was once a pretty good hitter, a World Se-
ries MVP in 1980 and goat in 1983. In 1983,
I went 1 for 20 in a loss to the Orioles, so I'm
not grasping at straws here. I know hitting. I
know why guys go cold in the postseason.

“Hitting with normal season pressure is dif-
ferent. In the postseason, you're facing the
best pitchers, with a huge television audi-
ence and the temptation to become a na-
tional hero in every at-bat.

“It's plain and simple on TV. Watch the over-
aggressive home run swings, especially with
two strikes. Watch how teams can't scratch
out a run because hitters lose the feel for
the opposite field and advancing runners.

“The A's struck out 57 times in their five
game series against Detroit. Imagine that,
57 times. Some would say it's not the strike-
outs, it's when you strike out.”

Greenberg and Schmidt are among the former players
who disagree with Newman’s conclusions.

A couple of PED-using A’s, Eric Chavez and Miguel Teja-
da, earned spots on the list of choke hitters. A couple of the most famous PED users are special cases. Alex Rodriguez
and Barry Bonds each had one great postseason that makes their overall performance drops less drastic.



Rodriguez hit about the same in his ap-
pearances with the Mariners and starred
for the Yankees in 2009. He was so bad in
his other Yankees series that including his
Mariners seasons, but excluding 2009, his
batting average dropped 60 points and his
slugging percentage dropped 175 points.

Bonds had a great postseason in 2002,
although he was arguably the goat of the
World Series. Excluding the 2002 postsea-
son, Bonds suffered a 100-point drop in
batting average and his slugging percent-
age dropped in half.

Gene Tenace also makes the list of special
case choke hitters. He was MVP of the
1972 World Series with 4 homeruns and 9
RBI, but otherwise hit a punchless .110.

Little can be determined about postseason defense that isn’t anecdotal. However, Brooks Robinson won a World Series
MVP award for his defense and Roger Peckinpaugh made 8 errors in the 1925 World Series. The latter can be consid-
ered a choke performance.

The next chart shows clutch postseason pitchers. Note that most of them lowered their earned run average by at least a
full run in spite of facing better hitting.

Ken Holtzman, Dave Stewart, Jon Lester, Art Nehf, George Earnshaw, Waite Hoyt, Fernando Valenzuela, and Red Ruff-
ing are among the pitchers who lowered their earned run average by at least a full run. Ruffing had ERAs of 1.50 or lower
in four different World Series. Sandy Koufax’s worst World Series ERA was 1.50, yet he was only 4-3.



Orel “Bulldog” Hershiser might be best remembered for his glory years with Dodgers, but he was also very good in the
postseason with the Indians. He won his first seven postseason decisions and did not lose until he was 37 years-old. Or-
lando “El Duqué” Hernandez won all of his first eight postseason starts, which spanned seven series. He did not lose until
he was 35 years-old, although his actual age is disputed.

Curt Schilling is remembered as a postseason great because of the famous “bloody sock” game. His 11-2, 2.23 line dem-
onstrates that his postseason greatness went well beyond one game. After years of researching the symptoms and ef-
fects of PED use, I believe that Schilling and Andy Pettitte greatly extended their years of success through using HGH,
but I can’t quantify how much that improved their performance.

Pettitte was 19-11 in the postseason. His numbers are skewed because Joe Torre left him in games to take a pounding
on four occasions. Excluding those starts, he was 19-7, 3.20.

In my “Strength of Schedule” presentation, I documented how the American League has been much better than the Na-
tional League in the recent era. The AL has a significant winning percentage in interleague play. That means an American
League player is better than a National League player with the same statistics because he is facing tougher competition.
In the past, I equated David Wells (primarily an American League pitcher) with John Smoltz (primarily a National League
pitcher). By raw numbers, Smoltz was better. However, his 4.11 ERA in interleague play, which included several years as
a closer, is an indication of how he might have fared if his whole career had been in the AL.

Although Wells and Smoltz were radically different pitchers and people, what they had in common was both were out-
standing postseason performers over many postseason series. Each had much higher winning percentages and much
lower ERAs.

Neither Lefty Gomez nor Herb Pennock pitched a lot of innings in the World Series, but they collectively won 11 games
without a loss. Both had much better ERAs.

Bob Gibson is probably the greatest postseason starter of all time. All of his starts came in the World Series. He made
three starts each in 1964, 1967, and 1968. In spite of making most of those starts on short rest, he pitched 8 complete
games and struck out 92 batters in 81 innings. He was 7-2, 1.89.

Mariano Rivera is the greatest clutch pitcher of all time. People remember his rare failures, but his 0.70 ERA and 8-1 re-
cord in the postseason are close to perfection. The sample size is huge: 141 innings. He allowed only 2 unearned runs,
so his run average was about a third of his impressive regular season lifetime ERA. He also allowed only 2 homeruns to-
tal and 7.59 baserunners per 9 innings. Rivera had 652 regular-season saves and 42 postseason saves.

Clutch Mattered to Dave Henderson

Dave Henderson served on and off as an analyst on Mariners broadcasts for many
years. If you were too young to remember Henderson’s playing career, you’d think
from his accounts that he had been Willie Mays instead of an average player. He is
the only analyst they’ve had who ever occasionally dared to say anything contro-
versial.

Whenever the Mariners were involved in a blowout, “Hendu” would claim that he
was worthless in those types of games. He admitted not caring and giving away his
at-bats.

An anecdote he shared on one broadcast stuck in my flimsy memory. A transcript
would be impossible to find, so I’m making up his words to convey the gist of his
story.

Hendu was in the Mariners clubhouse dispensing advice to a young hitter. Another
player standing nearby challenged him. “What do you know about hitting?” he
asked, “How many homeruns did you hit?”

Henderson answered, “Four.”

The other player said, “Hah. You only hit four homeruns and you’re giving hitting
advice?”

Hendu replied, “Yeah, four homeruns… in the World Series.”

The numbers support his pride in having been a great World Series hitter:

He really did turn into Willie Mays in the postseason. The irony is that Willie Mays turned into Dave Henderson in the post-
season.

Closers

Some people believe that any pitcher can close games, or at least any good pitcher. People in baseball seem to have
reached a consensus that closing requires a specific psychological makeup. Pitchers may be able to develop that mentali-
ty. They need to handle pressure and rebound from failure before the next game.

Strong anecdotal evidence exists that effective closers thrive on pressure and need that pressure to be successful. When
closers go a stretch of days without pitching, usually because their team has been losing, they are often brought into
games in a mop-up role to get some work. A truism in baseball is that closers get creamed in those situations. It doesn’t
always happen, but if you’re a fan, you’ve seen it many times.

The other evidence that documents that closers do better in the clutch is the long list of closers who were less successful
or unsuccessful in other roles. Some pitchers were best suited for the closer role because they could overpower hitters for



Conclusion

Clutch hitting and clutch pitching do exist. Enough players are consistently much better or worse in the clutch to prove that
major leaguers are subject to psychological factors.

People who have conducted studies overlooked factors that caused them to miss the proof. To conduct a valid study of
situational clutch hitting, someone would have to calculate the average BA in each inning, and factor that into the differen-
tial. Another approach would be to compare how hitters do against pitchers with various ERAs. I’m not a mathematician. I
hope someone who is will factor in situational pitching and conduct a valid study to identify clutch and choke hitters.

Context always matters. Be skeptical.

Failed Starter to Successful Closer:
Jay Howell
Stu Miller
Bill Caudill
Phil Regan
Joe Nathan
Mike Marshall
Jose Mesa
Eric Gagne*

Failed Starter to So-So Middle Man to Successful
Closer:
Jeff Russell
Mark Davis

So-So Situational Lefty to Successful Closer:
Brian Fuentes
Eddie Guardado
Willie Hernández

Failed Starter to Poor Middle Man to Successful
Closer:
Ryan Franklin*

So-So Middle Man to Decent Closer:
Edward Mujica
Jason Grilli*

Failed Middle Man to Successful Closer:
Jeff Shaw

Successful Starter to Failed Starter to Successful
Closer:
Dennis Eckersley

Mediocre Starter to Decent Closer:
Jim Gott
Don Aase

Poor Reliever to Decent Closer:
Kevin Gregg
Fernando Rodney
Brian Wilson
Donnie Moore

Failed Middle Man to Decent Closer:
Ed Farmer
David Aardsma
Joe Borowski

Failed Starter to Decent Closer to Set-Up Man:
Tom Hume

Failed Starter to So-So Middle Man to So-So Closer:
David Weathers

Successful Set-Up Man to Failed Starter to Successful
Set-Up Man:
Julian Tavarez

Failed Starter to Successful Middle Man:
Luke Hochevar

Failed Starter to Successful Reliever:
Diego Segui
Casey Janssen

Failed Starter to Failed Closer to Successful Set-Up
Man:
LaTroy Hawkins*

So-So Starter to Successful Closer:
Dave Giusti

So-So Set-Up Man to Successful Closer:
J.J. Putz
Jim Johnson

an inning or two, but not for 7 innings. Other successful closers had a limited repertoire that hampered their ability to fool
hitters over multiple at-bats in a game. Many other pitchers who were less effective in other roles don’t fit into those cate-
gories. The following lists show pitchers who needed to switch roles to succeed in the majors. Pitchers marked with aster-
isks probably benefited from PED use rather than their change in roles.


